ABSTRACT
In this study, the association between alcohol concentration and power of tetrad as well as triangle was established in cases of

INTRODUCTION
Power analysis can evaluate the efficiency of a discrimination test. The more powerful a discrimination test, the less likely it is to lead to a type II error. In foods and consumer products industries, making a type II error could lead to miss a positive significant change in formula modification or in processing, or fail to detect a negative sensation which could lead to consumers rejecting purchase or consuming products. It is therefore critical to choose a discrimination test which minimizes type II error (i.e., that is higher in power). In fact, the power of a discrimination test is considered as the most important issue to be considered when choosing methods [1] .
There is a large body of work evaluating discrimination testing methods by comparing their power. For example, Masuoka, et al. [2] compared two pairs of tests on performed with beers and concluded that the 3-AFC test was more powerful than the triangle test but could find differences in power between the specified tetrad or the unspecified tetrad. In a study with basic yogurt, the triangle test was found to be less powerful than the same-different test by Rousseau, et al. [3] . In a more comprehensive study, Bi [4] , Bi and Ennis [1] ranked discrimination tests in order of increasing statistical power as follow: duo-trio, triangle, A-not A, 2-AFC, 3-AFC. In general, specified tests are more powerful than unspecified tests [5] . This suggests that specified tests are preferable to unspecified tests when statistical power is concerned but are less applied in food evaluation practice because food is considered a complex and multi-dimensional system in fact [6] .
To enhance the power of these unspecified tests without increasing the number of panelists, some modified discrimination tests were suggested: the modified triangle test, the degree of difference test, the double discrimination test. The replicated discrimination test was also concerned as a solution to get sufficiently high testing power when the number of available panelists is not large enough [4] .
In a different approach, researchers tried to find sensitive testing methods through comparing the sensitivity of various testing methodologies [7, 8] .
Several notable papers have focused on the power comparison between tetrad and other methods. For example, Ennis and Jesionka [9] calculated the power as a function of sample size at different effect size (d') to compare the power of tetrad, triangle, duo-trio and 2-AFC. In the work reported by Garcia, et al. [10] the specified tetrad test revealed a larger difference between the stimuli than the 2-AFC test in case of large sample size. In a study with apple juice, Garcia, et al. [7] and Ennis [8] concluded that the power of the tetrad test was still higher than the power of the triangle test even though the effect size of tetrad was smaller. In another study with apple juice and orange juice product categories, Ishii, et al. [11] reported that the tetrad test could have higher power than the triangle test for small effect sizes and for some resampling conditions. The scientists recommended a switch from triangle test to tetrad test because the tetrad test is therefore superior to the triangle test, with lower sample size requirements, higher power and greater sensitivity [8] .
However, the result of Ennis [8] investigating effects of four types of salsa on the power of the tetrad test and the triangle test shown that the tetrad test performed well for the mild and medium salsa, but poorly for the hot and very spicy varieties. This indicates that the relationship between the powers of triangle and tetrad test may not be the same for all kinds of product but depends on the levels of sensory fatigue. The lower level of sensory fatigue is, the higher chance that the tetrad test to be more powerful than the triangle test is.
In a study with 50%abv beverage, the result shown that this chance was low (12%). It is recommend that the triangle test should be chosen in case of beverages containing 50%abv [12] . Our purpose was to gauge whether or not the triangle test is a suitable test for beverages containing lower than 50%abv. In this study, some Vietnamese alcoholic beverages whose alcohol concentrations are lower than 50%abv were concerned. We assumed that the lower alcohol concentration is, the smaller sensory fatigue caused by alcohol is. When the sensory fatigue caused by ethanol is low enough, the tetrad is more powerful than triangle test. The power comparison between tetrad test and triangle test was carried out to point out which protocol, triangle or tetrad, is suitable for each kind of product. Before starting an experimental session, 10ml samples were dispensed in plastic-lidded cups and kept in fridge for at least 5 minutes to ensure that all samples had the same temperature (approx. [8] [9] [10] o C).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Stimuli
When panelists evaluated samples, the temperature of the samples was about 12-15 o C.
Subjects
participants from Ho Chi Minh city
University of Technology and Industrial University of Ho Chi Minh city participated in this study. They were 18 to 35 years old, willing to consume alcohol, not suffering from periodontal disease and not be allergic to any of the ingredients in the product. This information was collected by questionnaires before conducting the experiment.
Testing Procedure
Each kind of product, we carried out 4 experimental sessions corresponding to 4 citric acid concentrations added to samples Bx. There were 8 experimental sessions in total for two kinds of alcoholic beverages.
In an experimental session, each panel (N=30) was performed only one time with both tetrad and triangle tests. Half the panel (15 panelists The panelists were explained the instructions, rinsed their mouth three times with distilled water, tasted the samples from left to right, swallowed the whole 10 mL of each sample, and finally gave their
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answer upon tasting the last sample. For the triangle test, the instructions were to select the odd sample which was different from the others [13] . For the tetrad test, panelists were asked to divide the four samples into two groups of two based on similarity [2] . Before continuing the second test, panelists had a 10 minute rest to reduce the effect of sensory-fatigue.
The testing time for the each test lasted approximately 10 minutes on average and 30 minutes for the complete experiment. The same procedure was repeated with another panelists for other citric acid concentrations.
Statistical Analysis
Chi square test was used to compare Pc-values.
Models developed by regression analysis allow us
to observe simultaneously the influence of both protocol and acid concentration variables on the Pc [14] . Therefore regression analysis was used in our study to give a more accurate picture of the power relationship between protocol and acid concentration variables.
A multivariate logistic regression analysis was carried out to test the association between independent variables and Pc with and without
interaction. The independent variables tested in the model were acid concentration and protocol (triangle test or tetrad test).
The statistical software R (version 3.1.0) was used for all statistical analyses. All reported p-values were two-tailed, and p-values lower than .05 were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Results of 8 experimental sessions are showed in Figure 1 . In general, the Pc values of two protocols increase when adding more citric acid in the same product while they decrease when increase alcohol at the same added citric concentration. Using the Pc-ratio comparison approach [12] , the ratio of tetrad's Pc to triangle's Pc can be estimated and compared to 1. The confidence levels of the ratios which were greater than 1 were shown in Table  1 and Table 2 .
In case of beverage containing 40%abv, we had approximately 50% chances that the triangle test returned greater numbers of correct responses than the tetrad test (the chance values ranged from 30.2% to 63.1%). In addition, Chi square test shown that the chance that Pc values of two tests in each session were not significant different were higher than 60%.
A trend was drawn that the power of triangle and tetrad tests were almost equivalent in this kind of product.
In case of beverage containing 30%abv, we have more than 50% chances that the tetrad test returned greater numbers of correct responses than the triangle test (the chance values ranged from 50.0% to 80.6%).
A trend was drawn that the power of tetrad test was greater than the one of triangle test in this kind of product P-value*: is our measure of statistical significance and will tell us whether it is likely that we would have found a relationship of this size in the sample if there was no relationship in the population. P-value**: used for evaluation the goodness of fit of used model. When P-value is higher than 0.05 which suggests that our model fits the data.
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Logistic regression was used to determine which variables related to Pc values and also to estimate the magnitude of the overall effect of the explanatory variables on the outcome of our study. Table 3 and  Table 4 shows the β coefficients and involving statistics in the logistic regression models for beverages containing 40%abv and 30%abv, respectively. In model 1, predictive variables are acid concentration, protocol, and interaction between acid concentration and protocol; while acid concentration and protocol are in model 2.
In both of beverage containing 40%abv and 30%abv, the interaction between citric acid concentrations and testing protocols was not found significantly. Thus, model 2 of two products whose predictive variables are acid concentration, protocol was used for result analysis.
In both of beverage containing 40%abv and 30%abv, the β coefficient of acid concentration variable was positive with the 95% confidence interval (Table 5) Figure 3 . β coefficients of acid concentration and protocol variables in case of beverage containing 40%abv and 30%abv (simulated by using R program with 1000 replication)
DISCUSSIONS
In this research, the powers of the triangle and tetrad test were compared through Pc values. According to the results shown in Figure 3 , the differences of Pc values of two protocols were not significant in all of products. Thus, tetrad's and triangle's power is non-significant difference.
However, when calculating the confidence levels of Pc ratios in all of products, there is an increate trend in chance that the triangle's Pc was higher than the tetrad's.
By logistic regressive analysis, the results showed that there was no interaction between citric acid concentrations and testing protocols. The association between triangle's Pc and tetrad's was therefore not influenced by the acid citric concentration.
A result of analyzing β coefficient show that there are 38% and 84% chance that the tetrad's power could be greater than the tetrad's power in case of beverage with 40% alcohol and 30% alcohol, repetitively. Combining this result with result of Tran in a study with beverage containing 50%abv [12] that this chance is 12%, we realized that the lower alcohol concentration is, the higher this chance is. Moreover, this chance decrease when increase alcohol
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concentration at the same citric acid concentration in both tetrad and triangle test. Tetrad's power variability is higher than triangle's.
Alcohol elicits trigeminal sensations whose characteristics are numbing, burning, tingling, and irritation [15] . Alcoholic beverage can easily cause sensory fatigue [8] , when alcohol concentration increate lead to increase the variance of perceptual distribution. This in turn would decrease power in each of tests. The effect of alcohol on power of tetrad that there are the 4 th sample to evaluate, is larger than triangle test. This is reason why chance that the triangle's power could be greater than the tetrad's changes towards alcohol concentration.
This results is supported by the research of Ennis [8] who used salsa product that had the different spiced levels. Both alcohol drinks and salsa are food products causing sensory fatigue. This suggests that sensory properties of food products must be taken into account when comparing triangle and tetrad tests with the intent of reducing type II error. With this in mind, a tetrad procedure is not recommended in case of beverage that have alcohol concentration is not lower than 40%abv. Even if the tetrad's power is equivalent to triangle's, the triangle test is also recommended because of a simple protocol with less sample.
In this study, the alcoholic beverages are almost pure (water and ethanol are the major ingredients).
Some other ingredients such as CO2 (in beer, sparkling wine), tannin (in red wine) also elicit trigeminal sensations [15] . They maybe affect to the power of triangle and tetrad tests. Therefore, further studies are needed to employ other beverages with CO2 or tannin content to have a guideline for sensory-field practitioners who are considering a switching from the triangle test to the tetrad test.
CONCLUSION
Power of the tetrad and triangle tests were compared at different alcohol concentrations. 
